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Introduction
With the expansion of the planning
profession in the last decade, it has become
increasingly difficult to adequately summarize
the range of issues with which planners must
be concerned. As the profession has expanded,
in both numbers and scope, there has been a
trend toward greater specialization on the part
of individual planners. By now, the list of
distinct disciplines in which planners work has
become quite long: energy planning, service
provision, resource utilization, growth manage-
ment, to name but a few. One of the dangers
of specialization is that we, as individuals,
will focus our efforts along ever more narrow
pathways, without addressing the complex
relationships between the problems which con-
front our society.
The theme of this issue of Carolina
'planning might well be characterized as a call
for more dialogue among planners in all fields.
We have not presented a concentration of
articles on a single issue of current concern,
as have several of our past issues. Instead,
we have chosen articles to reflect the
diversity of issues with which planners are
concerned
.
As we complete our fifth year of publica-
tion, the staff of Carolina planning wishes to
acknowledge the receptivity with which the
North Carolina planning community has greeted
our efforts. The North Carolina Chapter of
the American Planning Association now provides
a subscription to ap as a special service to
each of its members. We feel much closer to
our goal of providing a popular forum for
planning issues in the Southeast. The change
in format which was introduced in the Spring,
1979 issue has been well recieved by our
readers, and has enabled us to hold printing
cost increases to a minimum during this time
of high inflation.
As always, we welcome any comments by our
readers on the design and content of Carolina
planning, and we encourage you to send us
manuscripts which would be of interest to
other planners for publication in future edi-
tions. The Spring, 1980 edition will focus
on local planning problems and issues, while
we are planning an energy focus for the Fall,
1980 edition. If our readers have articles
which they wish to submit for publication in
either of these issues, please contact us
immediately. We appreciate your continued
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